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WING COMMANDER AGED 24 LEADS AUSTRALIAN SQUADRON

Just promoted Wing. Commander at the age of 24, Ronald N. Gillies, of Melbourne,

who commands an Australian Sunderland squadron, becomes one of the youngest Wing

Commanders in Britain, and one of the youngest pilots to lead a squadron*

A cine-operator in Melbourne before he entered the R.A.A*F* in 1939, Wing

Commander Gillies joined his present squadron in March, 1941, and became the squadron’s

training officer after completing his first tour, -which included three attacks on

U-boats and three air combats.

He is credited 'with being one of the finest flying-boat captains in Coastal

Command. Two years ago, when returning from an attack on a U-boat In his first

operational trip as a captain, he laid his own flare path and, 'with only five gallons

of petrol left, landed on a sea -which was running 12 to 15 feet high.

"There was a fierce gale blowing," he said, "and although we knew we were somewhere

round our base, we couldn’t tell just where because of the low visibility and high

ground* It was impossible for the station to lay a flare path for us.

"At first we thought we had enough petrol to last until dawn, but realised

afterwards that we couldn’t hold out. We then notified Base that we were going to

make a forced landing.

"Y/e went down to lay a flare path with flame floats, using the wind direction our

navigator had given me, because we couldn•t see anything. The navigator was Plight

Lieutenant Harry Winstanley, who subsequently received the D.F.C. This was his first

trip, too, but he did a great job. The wind he gave me -was absolutely correct -

otherwise none of us might have been here to tell the tale.

"On.© by one, as I gave the orders, the second fitter tossed out the flame floats*

We could just see the glow “beneath as the engines started to cut. We landed 'with no

petrol left for taxi-ing and were picked up three—and-a—half hours later By a night

patrol pinnace and towed into Base.”

Wing Commander Gillies was married in September, 1942, to L.A.C.W. Norreen Wilson,

a teleprinter operator at his station. A daughter was horn in January of this year.
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